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Nuclear

Power and Its Critics

" Pennsylvania is everywhere ." So chanted European environmentalists after
the Three Mile Island accident of April 1979 as they demonstrated to
stop their own nuclear power programs . Civilian nuclear power has become
one of the most controversial issues in western Europe . The antinuclear
movement has engaged a broad array of different groups with a wide
range of social and political concerns. Their persistent opposition to nuclear
power reflects more than just the fear of risk . The European movement
has focused on the social and political properties of this technology its effect on the forms of authority and power , the concepts of freedom and
order , the distribution of political and economic resources, the very fabric
of political life .1 For the promoters of the technology control of the atom
represents a solution to the energy problem and an assurance of future
well -being . However , for those who oppose this major technology nuclear
power implies a kind of society with intolerable economic and political
relationships . Indeed the nuclear establishment and its administrative apparatus
have come to represent the social tensions and political contradictions
of a technological age.
In western Europe the major expansion of nuclear power began in the
early 1970s and sharply rose after the qPEC price increases of 1973. As
nuclear power became an important priority , it also generated a significant
protest movement . Nuclear critics have attacked national nuclear
policies and obstructed their implementation at specific power plant construction
sites.
In part public concerns about nuclear power follow from a set oftechni cal problems unique to this technology : the low -level radiation released
during normal operation of a power plant , the unlikely but catastrophic
possibility of a large-scale accident , the routine environmental effects of
heated effluents , the problems of radioactive waste disposal, and the potential
military use of the plutonium produced as a by-product of reactor
operation . But these practical questions of risk form only one dimension of
the nuclear debate.
Nuclear power also conveys powerful apocalyptic images of extinction .
It evokes a fear made vivid by the image of Hiroshima and Nagasaki - a
fear not susceptible to measurement by comparing risks and benefits.
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Instead nuclear power became the focus of intense extra parliamentary opposition
, stimulating an extraordinary proliferation of citizens ' groups and
political action committees and provoking large -scale, dramatic demonstrations
. In 1971 French plans to locate the first light -water reactor power
plant in Bugey brought out 15,000 demonstrators . This was but the first of
a series of mass protests organized at nearly every projected nuclear site
until the massive demonstration at the Super Phoenix breeder reactor in
Creys-Malvillein
1977 culminated in violence .
The

German
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the end
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1950s . A

latecomer in the nuclear competition , Germany favored immediate construction
of Westing house light -water reactors and long -term development
of high -temperature and fast-breeder technologies . The growth of the nuclear
sector began slowly , but pressure from the major electricity consuming industries and the nuclear supplier firms converged with the
increasing price of oil to push the nuclear option during the 1970s. In 1973
the fourth government atom program provided for major expansion ,
guaranteeing substantial government support to the nuclear industry in
the hope ofa five -fold increase in nuclear -generated electricity by 1985. As
in France these decisions engaged a tight social network of government ,
scientific , and industrial interests. Despite the economic and political importance
of the decisions (Germany spent 17.5 billion DM for nuclear
R & D between 1956 and 1976), legislators passively endorsed the administrative
proposals.
Public opposition , however , has been extremely active in Germany since
1972. Environmentalists first raised objections about the nuclear program
planned for the French and German banks of the Rhine . A successful court
action stopped the construction of the Wyhl plant in 1975, encouraging
the organization of antinuclear groups allover the country . In 1976 and
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The details of the conflicts in France and Germany reflect power relationships
and critical points of tension in the two societies. Hidden strains ,
contradictions , and disaffections are exposed, as conflict forces people to
take sides. In the course of conflict protagonists express their beliefs, attitudes
, and visions of a good society. The structure of controversy , the social
class alignments , and polarizations reveal diverse agendas, priorities , and
concerns. The dynamics of conflict highlight political contradictions , as
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We approach this study with a distinct political bias - that governmental
capacity to tolerate radic .al protest and social conflict is a criterion for
public freedom . The concentration
power intrinsic to the nuclear

and collusion of economic and political
sector , and the sense of economic and

technological
imperative that pervades the political climate of energy decisions
, have at times brought administrative
or even police repression of
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movement lies lessin its specific impact on public policy than in its ability
to reveal

that

alternative

evolutions

may

exist . To

take

such

movements

seriously is simply to maintain confidence in the human capacity to
influence history and prevent disasters that often appear to be the immutable
consequence of iron laws.

